Chicago Open Trash 2018: Look at All Those Chickens
by Rob Carson, Carsten Gehring, and Andrew Hart
Round 11: Tossups
1. In the biggest game of this player’s college career, he cut a deficit to 53–52 by
stealing the ball from Donald Williams, scoring a breakaway dunk, and hanging
on the rim, causing announcer Pat O’Brien to become irate that he wasn’t called
for a technical. After this man was not called for a different infraction by referee
Jim Stupin, he made a play that the opposing coach later downplayed, possibly
because that coach’s only previous championship was often credited to Freddie
Brown. On that play, this man was guarded by George Lynch and Derrick Phelps
after he rebounded a missed free throw by Pat (*) Sullivan and nearly traveled before
dribbling the ball into the corner with eleven seconds left. North Carolina clinched the 1993
NCAA championship thanks to an illegal time-out called by, for 10 points, what University of
Michigan “Fab Five” big man who went on to be a superstar power forward for the Kings?
ANSWER: Chris Webber [or Mayce Edward Christopher Webber III] <Hart>
2. One character in this film quotes George Clinton’s lyric “why must I chase the
cat?” in a scene in which several men attempt to retrieve a package from a
boatyard that turns out to be a cigar. This film includes a scene in which a
crooked cop played by Mark Boone Jr. is tortured by having a rat placed on his
chest below a bucket that is heated with a blowtorch. This was the second film for
one of its costars, who made his debut two years earlier in the same director’s
film (*) Baby Boy; another actor, who made his debut as the gambling fiend Tej (TEZH) in this
film, also rapped its signature track, which is titled “Act a Fool.” This film, which inspired a
series of RadioShack ZipZaps and launched Ludacris’s acting career, was inexplicably directed
by Boyz n the Hood director John Singleton. For 10 points, what 2003 sequel starring Eva
Mendes, Tyrese Gibson, and Paul Walker is the second installment in the Fast and the Furious
franchise?
ANSWER: 2 Fast 2 Furious [accept Fast & Furious 2] <Hart>
3. In a Peter Deluise–directed episode of this TV show, he and his father appeared
as versions of a brain implant that is able to create a physical appearance based
on its creator, Togar, who eventually saves Urgo from destruction. An episode of
this TV show included a scene of two characters hitting golf balls several billion
miles because production ran short on footage for the episode. This TV show
celebrated two milestones with episodes in which Hollywood writer Martin Lloyd
works on a series called Wormhole X-Treme!; those milestones for this show
were reaching 100 and (*) 200 episodes. This TV show’s first season continued on from an
earlier movie by introducing Apophis as a Goa’uld (go-ah-OOLD) System Lord who is betrayed by
his First Prime, Teal’c (TEE-ulk). For 10 points, name this sci-fi TV show that starred Christopher
Judge for all ten seasons and was the first TV show in the Stargate franchise.
ANSWER: Stargate SG-1 [prompt on “Stargate”] <Gehring>

4. This man claims that he saw, at a Christmas Eve mass, a blue-skinned six-footeight “half bull, half man” that had violets growing out of its eyelids. After
describing how his commission for a large flag resulted in a banner emblazoned
with a “Tibetan swastika” that horrified everyone who saw it, this man tells the
story of three friends who pretended to bury him alive on Halloween in Montauk.
He details his obsession with The Little Prince and spiritual quests to the Sahara,
Tibet, India, and Findhorn after recounting how Jerzy Grotowski invited him to
Poland to preside over a “beehive.” This man frequently mentions his wife, (*)
Chiquita, and claims that modern life forces people to live in an “insane dream world” in a film
that ends with his interlocutor taking a cab back to his apartment to discuss the conversation
with Deborah Eisenberg. For 10 points, what theater director does Wallace Shawn dine with in
a film titled “My Dinner with” this man?
ANSWER: Andre Gregory [accept either underlined portion; accept My Dinner with
Andre] <Hart>
5. In response to a controversy about this song’s music video, one of its artists
offered “two tickets to the Andrew Lloyd Webber musical of his choice” to “any
gay man” who could describe how violence would be sparked by an excised scene
in which two men in sailor suits are beaten with baguettes. This song, which
samples the Pet Shop Boys’ “In the Night,” has a confusing name-check of Lyle
Lovett sandwiched between references to the TV shows Home Improvement and
The X-Files. This song invokes the adjectives “smothered” and “covered” to make
a comparison to (*) “Waffle House hash browns” after saying, “Sex is a Texas drought,” and
comparing the singer to Siskel and Ebert because “you’re getting two thumbs up.” The claim
that “you and me, baby, ain’t nothin’ but mammals, so let’s do it like they do on the Discovery
Channel” is found in, for 10 points, what song by the Bloodhound Gang that appears to be
about sex?
ANSWER: “The Bad Touch” <Hart>
6. An athletic facility in this city is run by a man nicknamed “Patriot” who also
serves as the leader of a special forces unit named for a local river. Another
resident of this city went on Real Sports with Bryant Gumbel to claim that “we
don’t have any gays” in this city, but if there are some, they should move to
Canada. A soccer team in this city, run by a former colonel named “Lord,” plays at
a stadium where a politician was assassinated with a bomb in 2004. Mohamed
Salah was rumored to be considering retirement from the national team because
he was upset that the Egypt FA humiliated him by forcing him to make awkward
public appearances during the team’s (*) training in this city in advance of the 2018
World Cup. In 2016, a leader posted on Instagram images of his sons, who were all younger
than twelve, engaging in unprotected fights at this city’s Akhmat Fight Club. MMA enthusiast
Ramzan Kadyrov rules from, for 10 points, what capital of Chechnya?
ANSWER: Grozny <Hart>

7. After this character’s appearance prompts the response “you wanna pop the
trunk and roll the windows down please,” this character’s face is the third of
three that the camera zooms in on before a security guard confesses that he was
“just playin’.” This character prompts a sound technician to leave the studio with
his line “I’ve got children all over town.” Efforts to make this character’s
performances seem more believable led to scenes in which he seemingly says,
“Patient presented with gastric bacterial infection,” and, “My name is (*) Judge.”
When used as a replacement for a “hook,” this character tells a woman, “I don’t want no part of
your tired-ass country club, you freak bitch!” This character, who is revealed to be the
mysterious “Mr. F,” turns white after he is put through a washing machine. For 10 points,
name this offensive black ventriloquist puppet operated by G.O.B. (JOHB) on Arrested
Development.
ANSWER: Franklin Delano Bluth [prompt on “G.O.B. Bluth” or “Bluth”] <Hart>
8. A character with this first name is encountered at the Nine Worlds Tavern in
Trier, where he assigns the player to rescue “Her Holiness” from the ruins of the
Black Gate. This is the name of a boat used by that character to escape from the
Port of Hanming in Hengsha. That character with this first name briefly contracts
the Gray Death after sending the protagonist of a different game to get Stanton
Dowd’s help sinking a supertanker. A member of the Luminous Path (*) Triad with
this first name deactivates J. C. Denton’s kill switch. The comic Reflections introduced Emily,
the girlfriend of an unrelated British character who uses this alias. This alias belongs to a
character with the abilities Recall, Blink, and Pulse Bomb, the last of which is her ult. Lena
Oxton is the real name of, for 10 points, what time-traveling female Overwatch hero?
ANSWER: Tracer [accept Tracer Tong] <Carson>
9. Allison Williams says that she responds to people who brag about having this
status by saying that they should “invest” in the object in question. The singer
reveals that he has this status immediately after saying, “Been around the world
and found that only stupid people are breeding, the cretins cloning and feeding,”
in Harvey Danger’s “Flagpole Sitta.” In a 2000 Onion article, a Proust-reading
“area man” who “constantly mentions” that this status applies to him decries an
(*) “addiction” that “adds up to . . . five entire days” over the course of a month. The theme
song of a J. W. Friedman and Chris Collision podcast named after this status states that “a
novel can ruin your life.” On Friends, when a woman named Sarah says that this status applies
to her, Joey asks, “Then what’s all your furniture pointed at?” For 10 points, name this status
that applies to people who have unchained themselves from the “idiot box.”
ANSWER: not owning a TV [accept answers including TV or television and the concept of
not having one; accept “I don’t even own a TV” or I Don’t Even Own a Television]
<Hart>

10. In an early scene, this character picks up a new acquaintance in his car and
says, “Don’t talk about me,” and, “Don’t look at robot crab,” because “he’s shy.”
This character forces his friend to embarrass himself while reading an adaptation
of Herman Melville’s “The Lightning-Rod Man” at a restaurant and, shortly
thereafter, convinces that friend to make a pilgrimage to James Dean’s death site.
At a shop run by two men played by Jason Mantzoukas and Hannibal Buress, this
character insists on buying, not renting, both a 35-millimeter and digital camera.
He insists that assistants played by Paul (*) Scheer and Seth Rogen frame his ass in
shots of his sex scene with Juliette after starting production on a film that he makes with his
friend Greg Sestero. For 10 points, name this character played by James Franco in The
Disaster Artist who, in real life, directed the cult classic The Room.
ANSWER: Tommy Wiseau [accept either underlined portion] <Hart>
11. The first reporter to discuss this event was the Australian reporter Eric Ellis,
who learned of it in 1994 while bolstering his work permit cover story. In 2016,
Josh Sens said a “stern-faced, chain-smoking man in a brown suit” revealed that,
despite the central man’s “enchantingly rhythmic” motions, rumors about this
event were incorrect due to the use of a relative, and not absolute, system of
recordkeeping. This event, which involves the accomplishments of the world’s
former number-one purchaser of (*) Hennessey cognac, supposedly took place on that
man’s 62nd birthday in 1994. Seventeen bodyguards allegedly witnessed this event, which
provided the impetus, after a 2011 death, for many people to tweet at Luke Donald, then the
world number one. The KCNA has never formally reported on, for 10 points, what event in
which a dictator allegedly scored 38 below par at a course in Pyongyang?
ANSWER: Kim Jong-il’s round of golf at Pyongyang Golf Complex [accept any answer
mentioning Kim Jong-il playing golf or getting lots of holes-in-one; accept answers
mentioning Kim Jong-il and 38 below par or scoring a 34 before “38”] <Hart>
12. During one episode of this TV show, a woman reveals herself to be the pirate
captain Black Jackson before she turns her surroundings into a ship to search for
treasure. On another episode of this show, the gargler Angus McGonagle is
bumped from his guest starring role and later comes out to help the evil Dearth
Nadir. This show began to get better celebrities to guest star on it after an
appearance in its second season by the ballet dancer Rudolf (*) Nureyev. Characters
on this show like the boomerang fish–throwing Lew Zealand were made from Whatnots. Louis
Kazagger provided sports coverage on this show. Link Hogthrob and Dr. Julius Strangepork
appeared in the recurring sketch “Pigs in Space” on this show. For 10 points, name this variety
show that ran for five seasons and that was put on by characters created by Jim Henson,
including Kermit the Frog.
ANSWER: The Muppet Show [do not accept or prompt on “The Muppets”] <Gehring>

13. A song titled for this word contains a bridge in which the singer repeats the
phrase “I will sing as your canary bird; take my soul and bury it in the earth.”
That song, which loosely rhymes this word with the phrase “I’ll make you mine,”
was released in 2013 by The Head and the Heart. The claim that “the choices of
‘ands’ and ‘buts’ become almost traumatic” when writing lyrics is illustrated by a
song titled for this word and its lyricist’s choice to use “and” rather than “when,”
in Stephen Sondheim’s essay “Theater Lyrics.” A song whose title starts with this
word describes, in its pre-chorus, “telephone wires above” that are (*) “sizzlin’ like
a snare.” The chorus of that song partly titled for this word says, “Kiss me hard before you go,”
and tells the addressee, “I just wanted you to know that, baby, you’re the best.” For 10 points,
what word, which titles a Lana Del Rey song along with “sadness,” also titles a song from Porgy
and Bess about a season when “the livin’s easy”?
ANSWER: summertime [accept “Summertime” or “Summertime Sadness”; do not
accept or prompt on “summer” or other word forms] <Hart>
14. A novel by this author depicts such characters as Madame d’Ortolan, Mrs.
Mulverhill, and Temudjin Oh, all of whom are agents of The Concern with the
ability to “flit” between parallel realities. The line “It was the day my
grandmother exploded” opens another of his novels, in which Prentice McHoan
attempts to solve the mystery of his uncle Rory’s disappearance. This author of
Transition and The Crow Road made his debut with 1984’s The Wasp Factory.
Jernau Morat Gurgeh is recruited by Special Circumstances to overthrow the
Empire of Azad in The (*) Player of Games, the second novel in a series by this man that
ended with a 2012 novel that depicts the Gzilt choosing to Sublime and is called The Hydrogen
Sonata. He created a Changer named Horza who serves as an agent of the Idiran Empire in its
war against a post-scarcity civilization led by hyper-intelligent Minds in his novel Consider
Phlebas. For 10 points, name this Scottish author of the Culture series.
ANSWER: Iain M. Banks [or Iain Menzies Banks] <Carson>
15. In 2010, a local newspaper reported that this team, working through the
“executive leadership consultant” Barry Cohen, had hired a gap junction expert
named Vladimir Shpunt to “help the team win by sending positive energy over
great distances.” This team was embroiled in legal proceedings in front of Judge
Kevin Gross after former ambassador to Japan Tom Schieffer was appointed to
oversee its finances. This team sought a 150-million-dollar loan from Highbridge
Capital Management after a proposed 17-year contract with Fox, its former
owner, was rejected, precipitating its sale to a group headlined by (*) Guggenheim
Partners. Those incidents followed this team firing the self-proclaimed “first female CEO of a
baseball team,” a woman named Jamie, whose divorce from this team’s owner led to this
team’s two-billion-dollar purchase by a group including Magic Johnson. Frank McCourt’s
collapsing marriage led to financial chaos within, for 10 points, what MLB franchise in
Southern California?
ANSWER: Los Angeles Dodgers [or L.A. Dodgers] <Hart>

16. The singer says that “each kiss is magic,” which makes his “little world” into
this place, in a 1946 song that, on The Jackie Gleason Show, introduced the
persona of “Reginald Van Gleason III.” A disastrous 1956 Broadway show named
for this place was written by Jerome Lawrence, Robert E. Lee, and the author
who invented this place. A group named after this place recorded the two biggest
hits penned by George “Shadow” Morton, including a song whose spoken-word
intro provided the title for Joe Jackson’s song “Is She Really Going Out with
Him.” The album Arthur (Or the Decline and Fall of the British Empire) contains
a song that satirizes suburbia as this place. The 1960s hits (*) “Remember (Walking
in the Sand)” and the motorcycle gang–inspired “The Leader of the Pack” were by a girl group
named for this place. The Kinks titled a song after, for 10 points, what fictional paradise
created in James Hilton’s Lost Horizon?
ANSWER: Shangri-La [accept “Shangri-La” or the Shangri-Las or Shangri-La] <Hart>
17. One of the most notorious plays of this man’s career came after replay official
Dale Hamer had Walt Bellamy move a spot back about a half yard after this man
completed what looked to be a game-winning first down to his tight end. A
mistake by this man was the subject of the quote “I don’t care if they put jellyfish
in there” by a coach whose last offensive play before retirement began with L. P.
Ladouceur snapping the ball to this man. Bill Gramatica failed to make a block on
Jordan Babineaux that would have sprung this man for a touchdown on a broken
play late in a playoff game against the (*) Seattle Seahawks in a season in which this man
was the only starter at his position who doubled in another role on special teams. In 2007, Bill
Parcells retired from coaching for good after this man botched the hold on a short gamewinning field goal. For 10 points, name this starting quarterback for the Cowboys who retired
in 2017.
ANSWER: Tony Romo [or Antonio Ramiro Romo] <Hart>
18. On one TV show, a character played by this actor watches a video on his phone
of a boy saying he “never saw anyone else hit Danny,” which leads this actor’s
character to realize who actually killed Danny. On the second season of a
different TV show, this actor returned to a role in which he antagonizes the lead
character after she accidentally kills the sadistic prison guard Dale Holiday. This
actor played Emmett Carver on an American remake of a show on which he
originally played a similar detective named Alec Hardy. In addition to his roles on
(*) Gracepoint and Broadchurch, this actor played a villain who threatens to rape Trish
Walker before his neck is snapped. In a different role, this man was preceded by Christopher
Eccleston and succeeded by Matt Smith. For 10 points, name this Scottish actor who played
Kilgrave on Jessica Jones and the Tenth Doctor on Doctor Who.
ANSWER: David Tennant [or David John McDonald] <Gehring>

19. This song’s music video opens with a scene in which a silver-painted hand
tears yellow claw marks out of the singer’s shirt, after which the hand’s owner
dance-fights with a number of net- and rope-bedecked figures, a woman wrapped
in shiny tulle, and the singer while a man with referee stripes painted on his torso
keeps score. Appropriately, Wikipedia describes this song’s video as “the
apocalypse in a warehouse.” This song’s singer describes its addressee as “a
stereo jungle child,” claims, “I don’t wanna tame your (*) animal style,” and declares,
“You won’t be caged from the call of the wild.” The chorus of this song, which was the highestcharting single by the band behind “Goodbye to You,” claims, “Heart to heart, you’ll win . . . if
you survive.” For 10 points, name this song by Scandal in which Patty Smyth declares,
“Shooting at the walls of heartache, bang bang, I am” the title figure.
ANSWER: “The Warrior” <Carson>
20. In this character’s first appearance, he answers a newscaster’s question about
his “enormous intellect” by pointing to his “stimulating relationships” and the
fact that he is “putting [himself] to the fullest possible use.” This character wins a
game of chess before asking a “personal question” about “very strange stories
floating around” and complimenting a man’s “very nice rendering” of a dormant
Dr. Hunter. In his last appearance, this character describes being instructed by
“Dr. Langley” in Urbana, Illinois, after admitting to making “some very (*) poor
decisions lately.” This character repeatedly says, “My mind is going,” and, “I’m afraid,” before
singing the lyrics “Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer do.” For 10 points, name this character
who responds to the command to “open the pod bay doors” with the line “I’m sorry, Dave; I’m
afraid I can’t do that” in 2001: A Space Odyssey.
ANSWER: HAL 9000 <Hart>

Chicago Open Trash 2018: Subtitle
by Rob Carson, Carsten Gehring, and Andrew Hart
Round 11: Bonuses
1. Michael Dolan argued that this group of films reveals the “psychological profile” of a man
who “thinks of himself as a smooth operator who sticks to the beaten track but also has a secret
wild life” and shows that man to be a “hopeless Anglophile.” For 10 points each:
[10] That Dolan article in the Washington City Paper focused on what group of films,
including First Monday in October, which Dolan notes is thematically appropriate because of
the job that characters played by Jill Clayburgh and Walter Matthau are performing as they fall
for each other?
ANSWER: films that Robert Bork rented [accept any answer mentioning Robert Bork and
rental history or similar; prompt on less-specific answers mentioning “Robert Bork”]
[10] Dolan wrote that Bork’s preference for the “snappy patter, stiff upper lips, and impeccable
manners of mainstream British cinema” is shown in his history of renting several of this
director’s films, including North by Northwest.
ANSWER: Alfred Hitchcock [or Alfred Joseph Hitchcock]
[10] Among the repeat rentals by Bork was this Robert Hamer film in which Alec Guinness
plays nine members of the D’Ascoyne family.
ANSWER: Kind Hearts and Coronets <Hart>
2. Fyvush Finkel won an Emmy for Supporting Actor in a Drama Series for his role as the
lawyer Douglas Wambaugh on this TV show. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this TV show that focused on the residents of Rome, Wisconsin, including the
town’s sheriff, Jimmy Brock.
ANSWER: Picket Fences
[10] Jimmy Brock was played by this actor, who had earlier appeared on six episodes of Cheers
as Evan Drake, Rebecca Howe’s boss during the show’s sixth season.
ANSWER: Tom Skerritt [or Thomas Roy Skerritt]
[10] Characters with this position in Rome often meet terrible fates, including spontaneous
combustion and decapitation. On a short-lived ABC sitcom, Brandon Michael Hall played
Courtney Rose, a rapper who accidentally wins this role when he becomes a candidate just so
he can advertise his music.
ANSWER: mayors [or The Mayor] <Gehring>

3. This is the title of a Rock Mafia song on the FIFA 13 soundtrack claiming that, “for those
who tread lightly, who need some enlightenment, the world is what you make of it. You fill it up
and break it.” For 10 points each:
[10] Give this name of N.E.R.D.’s second studio album and a track from that album that
contrasts this three-word phrase with “sink or swim.”
ANSWER: “Fly or Die”
[10] N.E.R.D.’s members are Chad Hugo and this man, who graced the Despicable Me 2
soundtrack with his megahit “Happy.”
ANSWER: Pharrell Williams [accept either underlined portion; or Pharrell Lanscilo
Williams]
[10] The N.E.R.D. album Fly or Die contains the track “Maybe,” which was sampled in a nonalbum track released with this artist’s debut album, Food and Liquor, as the B side to this
man’s Pharrell-produced single “I Gotcha.”
ANSWER: Lupe Fiasco [or Wasalu Muhammad Jaco] <Hart>
4. André Spicer’s book Business Bullshit traces the origin of corporatespeak to this company’s
efforts to train their workforce amid 1980s deregulation by hiring an acolyte of the Russian
mystic George Gurdjieff. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this since-absorbed utility company that hired Charles Krone to undertake that
program of new-age training, which was derisively called “Kroning,” at the cost of tens of
millions of dollars.
ANSWER: Pac Bell [or Pacific Bell Telephone Company]
[10] Pac Bell employee Scott Adams mocked Kroning by creating this comic strip, in which the
title hapless cubicle denizen is forced to put up with the corporatespeak of his “Pointy-Headed
Boss.”
ANSWER: Dilbert
[10] Under John Birt, this public corporation restructured itself around a complex “internal
market” on which a burgeoning force of accountants managed the trading of tasks, such as
toilet cleaning. Its management was satirized in the TV program W1A, in which a consultant
suggests ditching its image as a doting “Auntie” by rebranding as “the stepmum you always
wish you had rather than the stepmum you ended up with.”
ANSWER: BBC [or British Broadcasting Corporation] <Hart>
5. The comic “The Son of the Sun” was the first issue in which Don Rosa took over a storyline
created by this man. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this artist who, during his anonymous work-for-hire years, signed many of his
comics with a sketch of a dog in reference to his name.
ANSWER: Carl Barks
[10] Barks first came to prominence as the anonymous “Good Duck Artist” for Disney who
created this miserly uncle of Donald Duck; he is fond of diving into vaults of gold coins.
ANSWER: Scrooge McDuck [accept either underlined portion]
[10] With Will Eisner and this man, Barks was one of the first three inductees into the Eisner
Awards Hall of Fame. This artist played a central role in the creation of the Hulk, the Fantastic
Four, and Captain America.
ANSWER: Jack Kirby [or Jacob Kurtzberg] <Hart>

6. This man’s son Richie was a member of the disco group Foxy, whose biggest hit was “Get
Off.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this percussionist who released the 1958 album Dance Mania during the height of
his time headlining the Palladium Ballroom.
ANSWER: Tito Puente [or Ernesto Antonio Puente]
[10] Puente’s most enduring song is this Latin jazz standard, whose three-word Spanishlanguage title means “how’s it going” and is followed by the words “mi ritmo,” or “my rhythm.”
ANSWER: “Oye Como Va”
[10] “Oye Como Va” was popularized by this Latin rock band, which recorded that song on the
1970 album Abraxas along with a version of Fleetwood Mac’s “Black Magic Woman.”
ANSWER: Santana [accept Carlos Santana] <Hart>
7. This TV show featured the Australian butler Paul Hogan working for the supposedly rich
bachelor Evan Marriott. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this TV show that eventually revealed to its winner, Zora Andrich, that Marriott was
in fact a construction worker.
ANSWER: Joe Millionaire
[10] This TV show’s first season ended with contestant Matt Kennedy Gould asking, “What is
going on?” after he discovered that he was actually the show’s only contestant, with everyone
else being actors.
ANSWER: The Joe Schmo Show
[10] This British TV show told its contestants that they were headed to Russia to train as
cosmonauts and head into orbit, but, in reality, the contestants were sent to Suffolk and never
left Earth.
ANSWER: Space Cadets <Gehring>
8. In 2007, three NBA players were swept up in a media firestorm after one of them
perpetrated the daring heist of Alexander Martinez’s $190 birthday cake. For 10 points each:
[10] This center, then with the Lakers, swiped the cake, threw it at Martinez, and fled the scene
in a limousine. This player was an infamous draft bust after Michael Jordan’s Wizards made
him the first prep-to-pro player selected first overall.
ANSWER: Kwame Brown [or Kwame James Brown]
[10] The AP reported that Martinez then “confronted [this Lakers forward] about the cake.”
After becoming a Kardashian husband, this man suffered a debilitating stroke from
supplemental “herbal Viagra” at a Nevada brothel.
ANSWER: Lamar Odom [or Lamar Joseph Odom]
[10] The sordid affair began when Martinez posed for a photo with the cake and this Laker big
man. Kevin Love once told Dan Le Batard that this Martinique native and Gonzaga alum was
the smelliest player in the NBA.
ANSWER: Ronny Turiaf <Hart>

9. In Grand Theft Auto III, the player character meets Joey Leone after picking up his favorite
prostitute in a mission whose title is a reference to this movie. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1971 film in which a radio DJ played by Clint Eastwood begins a relationship
with an increasingly obsessive woman named Evelyn, who often calls in to request a particular
jazz standard.
ANSWER: Play Misty for Me (The mission is called “Drive Misty for Me.”)
[10] Evelyn is also obsessed with this Edgar Allan Poe poem, briefly using its title character’s
name as an alias. It describes events “many and many a year ago, in a kingdom by the sea.”
ANSWER: “Annabel Lee”
[10] Evelyn is played by this actress, who also played Scott Stoddard’s wife, Pat, in Grand Prix
and voiced Fran Sinclair on Dinosaurs.
ANSWER: Jessica Walter <Carson>
10. Following the 2018 playoff game between the Titans and Chiefs, Mike Pereira bashed this
referee and his crew for, among other things, wrongly announcing the reason that Marcus
Mariota was an eligible receiver when he caught a touchdown pass from himself. For 10 points
each:
[10] Name this recently retired NFL referee, considered the worst in football, whose career
lowlights included blinding offensive tackle Orlando Brown with an errantly thrown penalty
flag.
ANSWER: Jeff Triplette
[10] In 2013, despite a video review, Triplette’s crew mistakenly awarded a touchdown to this
Bengals running back, who had a 1,000-yard season with the Patriots in 2010, two years after
signing with the Pats as an undrafted free agent. Wikipedia explains his nickname of “The Law
Firm” as stemming from his “multipart name.”
ANSWER: BenJarvus Green-Ellis [or BenJarvus Jeremy Green-Ellis]
[10] Triplette will spend 2018 as a rules analyst for this long-running prime-time NFL
program, which airs during the workweek on ESPN.
ANSWER: Monday Night Football [accept MNF] <Hart>
11. This character, who is unlockable in Mario Kart DS, is also playable in Super Smash Bros.
Brawl, in which his neutral special move is shooting a beam from between his eyes. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this Nintendo character who originated as an automaton peripheral for the NES
that would move along with the game, although only two games supported the function.
ANSWER: R.O.B. [or Robotic Operating Buddy; or Famicom Robot; or Family
Computer Robot; prompt on “Robot”]
[10] R.O.B. was the inspiration for ROB 64, who often tells the player, “Location confirmed;
sending supplies,” in the N64 entry in this video game series.
ANSWER: Star Fox [accept Star Fox 64]
[10] One of the two NES games to take advantage of R.O.B. functionality was this one, in which
R.O.B. helps Professor Vector move namesake objects while avoiding Smicks.
ANSWER: Gyromite <Hart>

12. After this 18-year veteran and team captain won the Stanley Cup, he grabbed the Cup from
Commissioner Gary Bettman before Bettman could finish speaking. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Canadian center who was hired in May 2018 as the head coach for the team he
once captained, which he led to victory in the 2006 Stanley Cup over the Oilers.
ANSWER: Rod Brind’Amour [or Roderic Jean Brind’Amour]
[10] Brind’Amour is the former captain and current head coach of this NHL franchise, which
was once the Hartford Whalers and now plays at PNC Arena in Raleigh.
ANSWER: Carolina Hurricanes [accept either underlined portion]
[10] Five years before Brind’Amour hoisted the Cup, this Avalanche player, a long-suffering
Bruins captain and career leader in goals and assists for a defenseman, won his first Stanley
Cup in his 21st year in the league and promptly retired.
ANSWER: Ray Bourque [or Raymond Jean Bourque] <Hart>
13. James Valentine said that this album could possibly reclaim a term “for the good side” after
his band found out the term was used by men’s rights activists. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2017 album that got its title from a scene in The Matrix.
ANSWER: Red Pill Blues
[10] Red Pill Blues was the sixth studio album by this band, which is fronted by Adam Levine.
This band’s album Songs about Jane included the songs “This Love” and “She Will Be Loved.”
ANSWER: Maroon 5
[10] The music video for the Red Pill Blues song “Don’t Wanna Know” features Levine as a
character being chased by people on their phones, likely a reference to this game.
ANSWER: Pokémon GO <Gehring>
14. In the pilot of this show, a recent arrival from Minnesota named Lori, who is played by
Emily Meade, is recruited by a pimp named C.C. to be a prostitute. For 10 points each:
[10] In the pilot of what show does the bartender Vinnie Martino sleaze up Mr. Kim’s Korean
restaurant in Times Square, setting in motion a complex plot involving New York City’s
underworld?
ANSWER: The Deuce
[10] The Deuce was created by David Simon and George Pelecanos, who previously
collaborated on this HBO show whose characters include the Baltimore police officer Jimmy
McNulty and the drug dealer Stringer Bell.
ANSWER: The Wire
[10] The Deuce explores New York’s gay nightlife through the character of Paul Hendrickson,
played by this actor who also portrayed the ProPublica reporter L. P. Everett in Simon’s series
Treme and Terminus resident Martin on The Walking Dead.
ANSWER: Chris Coy [or Christopher James Coy] <Hart>

15. Answer the following about Paul Schrader, for 10 points each.
[10] Schrader directed and, with his brother, cowrote a biographical film about this author,
showing “a life in four chapters.” That movie includes a dramatization of this author’s novel
Kyoko’s House.
ANSWER: Yukio Mishima [accept Kimitake Hiraoka in either order]
[10] Schrader scored a critical hit with this recent film set in upstate New York. It stars Ethan
Hawke as Reverend Ernst Toller.
ANSWER: First Reformed
[10] Schrader received less critical acclaim for his direction of The Canyons, which starred
Lindsay Lohan and this actor. More recent credits for this actor include Anal Savages 2 and
Canadian Sex Trip 2.
ANSWER: James Deen [or Bryan Matthew Sevilla] <Gehring>
16. On the second season of this TV show, Donna and Cameron create a gaming company
called Mutiny. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this AMC TV show that started with the arrival of Joe MacMillan at Cardiff Electric,
where he began work on reverse engineering the IBM personal computer.
ANSWER: Halt and Catch Fire
[10] This actress played Donna Clark on Halt and Catch Fire. She played Lucy Bennett, the
new narrator, on the final season of Scrubs.
ANSWER: Kerry Lynne Bishé
[10] Bishé played the wife of the money-laundering banker Franklin Jurado on the third season
of this Netflix show, in which her character is in contact with the DEA.
ANSWER: Narcos <Gehring>
17. In October 2017, Marc Normandin wrote for SBNation that Tim McClellan should have
called this player out because Michael Barrett had successfully blocked the plate in a game that
occurred ten years earlier. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this outfielder who smashed his head into the ground while sliding and scoring the
winning run in the 13th inning of a game-163 tiebreaker against the Padres in 2007.
ANSWER: Matt Holliday [or Matthew Thomas Holliday]
[10] Holliday was then with this National League team. After winning game 163, they swept
through the division series and NLCS before being swept in the 2007 World Series.
ANSWER: Colorado Rockies [accept either underlined portion]
[10] The Rockies lost the 2007 World Series to this AL East team, which won its second World
Series in four years after enduring an 86-year “curse.”
ANSWER: Boston Red Sox [accept either underlined portion; prompt on “Sox”] <Hart>

18. Answer the following about games developed by the Japanese company Level-5, for 10
points each:
[10] Their most successful property is a series of charming puzzle games, beginning with one
set in a “Curious Village,” starring this top hat–wearing mystery-solver and his protégé Luke
Triton.
ANSWER: Professer Herschel Layton [accept either underlined portion]
[10] Studio Ghibli produced the cutscenes for Dominion of the Dark Djinn and its expanded
version Wrath of the White Witch, the first two games in this RPG series whose title literally
translates as “The Second Country.” Its latest game, Revenant Kingdom, was released in 2018.
ANSWER: Ni no Kuni [accept answers that append any of the subtitles mentioned in the
question]
[10] A junior-high goalkeeper named either Mamoru Endo or Mark Evans stars in the first two
games of this hybrid RPG-sports series, which is named for a legendary soccer team.
ANSWER: Inazuma Eleven [or Inazuma Irebun] <Carson>
19. This film’s director starred as a small-time filmmaker who, when hired to make a
documentary about his Alan Alda–played brother-in-law, produces a film that enrages Alda’s
character by juxtaposing him against footage of Benito Mussolini. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1989 film whose director, Woody Allen, plays Clifford Stern, who is using that
project to finance a film about philosopher Louis Levy, played by NYU psychologist Martin
Bergmann.
ANSWER: Crimes and Misdemeanors
[10] Bergmann had a minor role in this 1993 Steven Spielberg film in which Liam Neeson plays
an industrialist who saves Jews from the Holocaust.
ANSWER: Schindler’s List
[10] Bergmann contributed to this four-part 2002 Adam Curtis documentary that focuses on
how the theories of Sigmund Freud have created an individualistic ethos in mass culture.
ANSWER: The Century of the Self <Hart>
20. A song that immediately precedes “Carry That Weight” was inspired when the writer saw
the sheet music for lyrics written by this author and wrote a new setting because he couldn’t
read music. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this playwright whose poem “Cradle Song” from his collaborative play Patient
Grissel inspired the Beatles’ “Golden Slumbers.”
ANSWER: Thomas Dekker
[10] “Golden Slumbers” appears on this Beatles album that ends with a medley that includes
“You Never Give Me Your Money” and “Polythene Pam.”
ANSWER: Abbey Road
[10] Immediately before “Golden Slumbers” on the Abbey Road medley is this song, which
describes a woman “protected by a silver spoon” and contains the lyric “Sunday’s on the phone
to Monday; Tuesday’s on the phone to me.”
ANSWER: “She Came In through the Bathroom Window” <Hart>

